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163  Transposing One Genre Into Another  S. Thorpe
169  The Purple Turtle  D. Tilque
174  Malaproverbs, Neo-Adages, Wrongisms Anil
176  Wharf Air (Warfare)  J. Tietz
177  Spoonertoons  D. Hauptman
180  Twin Places and Other Top Anagrams  J. Siergey
186  Colloquy  R. Gooch
188  The Internal Combustion Typewriter  D. Morice
191  Webster's Third Book of Records  D.H. Francis
199  Ma Is a Nun, As I Am  W. Emmons
200  Fabulous Creatures  J. Grant
202  Alphanumerically Truthful Equations Anil
207  The Polyglot Ten-Square  A.R. Eckler
209  Denser Yet, and Yet Less Dense  R. Gooch
215  Counting With Your Fingers  E. Iverson
216  The Campkin Poem  O. Michaelsen
217  Kickshaws  D. Morice
228  Numerical Palindromes  S. Thorpe
236  The Eleven-Square—Take One  R. Gooch
237  English Loanwords in Japanese TV Ads  R. Gabrielli
238  Can Math Limericks Survive?  W. Nediger
239  The Creatures of English Idioms  L.R. Ashley
240  Answers and Solutions  
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